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From one of America’s foremost and pioneering juicing companies comes a beautifully
illustrated guide to creating restorative and energizing juices and smoothies; as well as
preparing nutrition-rich, blended superfoods.Welcome to the Juice Generation !Refresh,
Restore, and RejuvenateGet ready to live juicy with The Juice Generation. Fresh juices and
superfood smoothies will help you feel energized and invigorated with glowing skin and a clear
mind. The revitalizing recipes and tips will make you feel lighter and brighter, inside and
out.Featuring more than 100 refreshing, health-boosting, spirit-lifting recipesThe Juice
Generation offers practical, down-to-earth instructions for making restorative and great-tasting
vegetable and fruit juices, smoothies, and tonics.Get on the Green Curve and move confidently
from smoothies to green drinksWhether you’re newly juice curious, or already an old pro, The
Juice Generation’s plan will lead you to the endless benefits and possibilities of squeezing,
crushing, and grinding, and help you integrate the joys of juicing and blending into your busy
life.Juicing Tools for Detoxing and HealingThe Juice Generation includes detoxing cleanses as
well as flu-fighting elixirs and plenty of recipes and great advice from some of its biggest
supporters, including Blake Lively, Michelle Williams, Edward Norton, Jason Bateman, and
Martha Stewart.
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up in Coatzacoalcos, Veracruz, Mexico, aguas frescas—cooling drinks made of watermelon,
cucumber, lime, guanabana, melon, prickly pear, tamarind, rice-based horchatas, hibiscus
flower teas, to name a few—were always on the menu, instead of the traditional sodas. Savoring
the colors, aromas, and tastes of these fresh-made juices was something I embraced at an early
age.When I moved to California in my midtwenties, I discovered a whole new world of juicing,
one devoted to the healing effects of green juices squeezed from buckets of vegetables and tart
citrus fruits. Green juicing was still something of a West Coast phenomenon at that time—mainly
done by dedicated health nuts—and not nearly as accessible as it is today. But for me, it was
love at first sip.I started buying armfuls of California-grown cucumbers, celery, spinach, lemons,
and grapefruits, and my kitchen—always my favorite room in my home—became my laboratory
of liquid experiments. I loved the energy, the clarity in body and mind, and the glowing skin that
my glasses of liquid green delivered. And, since I do find good meals to be a true source of
pleasure—I believe eating well, and with people you love, is about feeding your body, heart, and
soul—I used juicing to ensure I covered my nutritional bases every day, and as a tool to restore
inner balance if my body needed a break from too much indulgence. I was one of the first people
in my circle of friends to do short juice cleanses when I felt the need to get calm, clear, and
focused and to give my body a chance to rest and restore. At the beginning, they looked at me a
little strangely, but when they saw the results they understood that my homemade juices were
key to my preventive healthcare regime: a way to keep equilibrium, take charge of my health, and
look my very best.That’s always been what juicing is to me: a tool for staying in balance. Juicing
vegetables and fruits, or drinking green smoothies, is not about deprivation or dieting. These are
habits that help us add more to our lives: more high-grade, nutrition-rich foods in a busy, fast-
paced schedule; more awareness of what our body needs to stay well and not get sick; and
perhaps most important, more sensory delight from delicious foods that we otherwise might not
try.They’re also life changing. Anyone who has, at the very least, a cheap blender, can begin to
drink their way to well-being by tripling or quadrupling their daily dose of fresh vegetables and
fruits in about three minutes. This has wonderful effects for everyone, no matter where on the
eating spectrum they are. To me, this is what the current juice boom is all about: people of all
ages discovering their power to feel and look better by giving their bodies the essential elements
they need.As a mother, I have even more reason to get fruits and vegetables into the juicer. I
want my daughter to grow up learning to love all the benefits that nature offers. I am also happy
that proceeds from this book are going to Wellness in the Schools, a pioneering nonprofit
program that brings chefs and restaurateurs into New York City’s public school cafeterias and
classrooms, alongside fitness and environmental experts, to combat childhood obesity and give
every kid a chance to be their best and brightest self.When I met Eric Helms fifteen years ago, it



was like finding a juicing coconspirator—one who had access to the newest, coolest ingredients
on the natural-foods scene. Eventually, we launched a juice-cleanse delivery service using the
recipes we’d developed. We called it Cooler Cleanse, and our mission was to give busy people a
simple way to recharge and renew themselves, using cold-pressed juices and raw-food meals in
moderate cleansing and detox programs.Eric’s book, The Juice Generation, is driven by the
same mission of making juicing and blending accessible, exciting, and even more important, a
long-term, “happy green habit” that doesn’t get dropped after a two-week fling. It confronts the
myth that things that are great for us don’t always taste good. With its three-phase program of
recipes, this book offers an innovative solution; a culinary adventure that tempts you into the
world of green and nutrient-dense drinks slowly and deliciously, one step at a time, so your taste
buds can adjust from sweet to savory naturally. It could convert anyone from juice skeptic to juice
connoisseur!Juicing and blending help me stay energized and positive, and bring me back to
center if I wander a little too far into the tempting pleasures of wine, pasta, and cheese. I hope
that you and those you love will enjoy the adventure of drinking your food as much as I have—
and that this book gives you the skills and inspiration to make your own kitchen an exciting,
colorful, liquid laboratory, too.Salma HayekWELCOME TO THE JUICE GENERATION!Do you
live juicy? Are you energized and uplifted, with a little extra spring in your step? Does your skin
glow? Do your eyes shine? Is your mind clear and your outlook optimistic? Do you feel light and
bright inside?If you answer yes, chances are that you’re already a convert to the power of juicing
and blending, got a green drink habit going on, and maybe even have a thing for superfood
smoothies. The recipes in this book will expand your juice know-how with new flavors and
combinations to explore.But if your life is not as juicy as you’d like it to be, if you find yourself
chasing the next latte, cola, or energy drink high, or you feel foggy or dull, get ready to
experience the boost you can get from juice in all its splendid forms.These liquid elixirs, made
from armfuls of ripe vegetables and rainbows of lush fruits, are some of the most phenomenal
and fast ways to get goodness into your body. They let you cheat, in a good way. With just a few
minutes of prep time, they’re a shortcut to getting, and exceeding, your RDA (Recommended
Dietary Allowance) of greens and fruits. Better yet, you get to take this vitamin bonanza on the go
—just add a straw.Why are these “sunshine foods” so powerful? Fully charged with the vitality of
sun and earth and made fresh from whole foods, raw juices and blended drinks enhance your
daily diet with easy-to-absorb doses of concentrated plant nutrition—nature’s best medicine,
rich with antioxidants, minerals, and enzymes. Each drink acts as a delicious, homemade
supplement-in-a-cup.How much of your diet can you say that about? They protect your system
against the stress and toxicity you face every day and they’re potent antidotes to the fatiguing
effects of a time-challenged, fast-paced modern life.Juices also help you look fantastic. Famed
for their rejuvenating properties, they give your skin a vibrant, healthy glow, help your eyes shine
bright, help you maintain an ideal weight, and generally contribute to a younger and more vital
appearance. And juices and smoothies fit into any dietary regimen with a caloric spectrum that
runs from a supremely low 60 calories per 8 ounces of green juice; to a vitamin-stacked 120



calories for a slightly sweet 12-ounce fruit juice; to a rich and filling 400-calorie smoothie
plumped with healthy fats. One swig of an emerald-green fruit-and-veggie nectar and you feel it
instantly: You’re revitalized, inspired, and poised for action.Now we’re inviting you to join the
Juice Generation, to learn what making your own plant-filled concoctions can do for you, and for
your family and friends. Whether you’re a juice virgin, newly juice curious, or already an old pro
with the single-auger juicer, we want to get you excited about the endless possibilities of
squeezing, crushing, and grinding, and get you skilled in integrating the joys of juicing into your
busy life.For too long, a daily juicing habit has seemed out of reach—a complicated luxury that
only devout yogis and the charmed elite manage to pull off. But the tide is changing, and now it’s
easier and more accessible than ever to integrate a short (and yes that can mean five-minute)
juicing or blending ritual into your life. Incorporating these power foods does not require a whole
lifestyle change: it’s about picking up a few new tools and making this a happy habit—something
that fits into the way you already live.With a little guidance, some practice, and a willingness to
try something new, you too can boost your body, mind, and spirit with nutrient-rich cocktails. The
door is open—come on in!JUICE GENERATION, THE STOREFifteen years ago, we started a
small juice bar called, appropriately, Juice Generation, in the heart of—some would say the belly
of—New York City, in Hell’s Kitchen. It was a ballsy move: Back then, people would walk into our
oxygenated oasis, look quizzically at our steel juicers, ask, “Where’s the food?” and walk out.
Public awareness of juicing was still a seed waiting to sprout.But we persisted, making juices
and smoothies fresh-to-order for a small band of loyal customers, because we sensed that the
world’s busiest city had a deep thirst for fresh-squeezed nourishment on-the-go. Our first fans
were Broadway’s hard-working actors and dancers, who relied on our juices and blended drinks
to sustain them for long hours in rehearsal and on stage. They loved the light and clarifying
refreshment they got from green juices and the heartier replenishment of recovery smoothies.As
foot traffic increased, we began to serve a bigger cross-section of Manhattanites, from harried
professionals and fitness instructors, to toddler-toting moms. Our grass-roots education in
making liquid foods was earned from the best vantage point possible: behind a counter with a
juicer and blender at the ready. Over the years, we’ve become pretty good at tempting people to
take a walk on the raw side through juices and smoothies. We consider these drinks the
ultraeasy, liquid aspect of the growing raw-food movement that is inspiring people to try out
dishes made from “living” food like fresh greens and sprouted seeds and nuts. (They’re just as
delicious as a kelp-noodle pad thai or cashew coconut pie, and a lot less intimidating to make!)
We also developed creative methods for helping people achieve smart and balanced juicing
habits for the long term, like a “scale-up-the-green” ladder of drinks that helps beginners (who
typically like sweeter things) introduce the all-important green vegetables into their cups slowly,
so that their palates can adjust to the taste. We became international superfruit sleuths, adding
yet undiscovered delicacies like pitaya (aka dragonfruit) to our recipes, because we were so
excited about their nutritional potential and their unexpected flavor profiles. We even launched a
sister company, Cooler Cleanse, offering detoxifying juice cleanses delivered to your door.At



Juice Generation, the store, our ethos is centered on making everything not just healthy but
tasty. To us, enjoyment is part of well-being. If you consume healthy foods simply out of principle,
and not out of pleasure, something’s missing from the equation. You either lose the enthusiasm
and drop the habit, or you keep going, but with a feeling of constriction or resentment—a state
that is the opposite of vibrant health. Plus, we were motivated by sheer survival. Our Big Apple
audience is filled with some of the world’s most discerning foodies—chefs, restaurant critics,
and the everyday patrons of the city’s extraordinary food scene.Our business has grown
significantly since those pioneering Hell’s Kitchen days, and now we’re witnessing a juice boom
in full swing. New York City is hopping with new juice bars, plant-based restaurants, and the
latest iteration of this phenomenon: roaming juice trucks that bring their tonics straight to your
street. Nationally, juice bars and juice cleansing companies are showing up in surprising pockets
of America, and the exotic, food-as-medicine ingredients known as superfoods are filling the
shelves in towns that previously had few natural-food options. The movement is taking off
internationally, too, and the world of raw food and drink evolves daily online, with aficionados
sharing daring new ingredients and exciting recipes that mix savory, sweet, spicy, and tangy with
gusto.Whether you’re vegetarian or carnivore; a late-night pizza-eater or a Paleo-perfect fitness
buff, getting daily doses of vegetables, fruits, nuts, seeds, sprouts, and superfoods in your drinks
improves how you work, play, and live. And that’s something to lift up your glass and toast.I eat a
lot at my restaurant, Telepan, and juicing is a way to get a good amount of nutrients into myself
before I go in, without filling me up with calories. I’ve made it part of my daily routine, either by
picking up a green juice on my way to work or making juice at home. And it is a great activity to
do with the kids I work with at Wellness in the Schools (WITS)—it is a creative way to introduce
them to fruit and vegetable combinations they might never have considered before.—Bill
Telepan, celebrated chef; executive chef, Wellness in the SchoolsTHE GREEN CURVEWe
created this book to distill our fifteen years of wisdom into a field guide you can use to help you
find juicing confidence in your own kitchen. We’ve created what we hope is a foolproof method
that takes anyone from beginner to experienced in terms of their skill and taste palate. It’s called
the Green Curve, and it’s based on our many years of seeing how our patrons tastes have
naturally expanded and evolved.This book you’re holding is also popping with words of wisdom
from the people who’ve come up alongside us on our fifteen-year journey; a colorful cast of
inspiring and aspirational characters who use juices and blended drinks every day to fuel their
best lives. You’ll hear their tips and insights on getting the most from a juicing and blending habit.
They range from well-known actors and entertainers to founders of natural beauty companies;
from Olympic sprinters and celebrated dancers to filmmakers and chefs. Each one of this
diverse group has their own way of using liquid tools: some are devout green juicers who
actually crave bitter leaves; others make luscious smoothies enhanced with healthy fats, and
many do both, because they’ve developed an awareness of the kind of nutritional support their
body needs at different times. All of them have mastered the art of finding time in their hectic
schedules to treat themselves right by making—and yes, sometimes purchasing—vibrantly-



colored liquid elixirs, and they unanimously report they feel more centered, clear, creative, and
confident as a result.WHEN TO JUICEEVERY DAY WE HEAR SOME SIMILAR REFRAINS:“I’m
a working mom. I’m always seeking energy and I’m dying to get off the caffeine-crash roller
coaster.”“No matter what I eat, I never seem to be satisfied. I’m always grazing, trying to find the
thing that will make me feel complete.”“After a long day on the go, the face I see in the mirror
looks tired and blah.”“I run out the door in a rush every morning with no time to make a good
breakfast, and I fade by midmorning.”“I go from work to a workout, and then commute home, and
if I don’t replenish properly, I bonk the next day.”DO YOU RECOGNIZE YOURSELF IN ANY OF
THESE?Drinking juices and blends releases the tremendous healing power of raw and living
foods, which is why, when you juice and blend regularly, a range of physical ailments—from joint
pain, allergies, gut issues, skin problems, mood imbalances, sleep problems, and more—have a
chance to improve. This book is designed to help you lift, clear, glow, nourish, and balance.
Here’s how.LIFTRunning your own business is a 24-hour commitment. Juicing is the way I
survive on so many levels: It is the easiest breakfast for me to grab and go and it relieves my
mind, knowing I filled my body with the right vitamins and minerals to nourish my cells and have
taken care of myself first thing in the morning, so I can go forward into my day facing the
unexpected. I drink juice first thing because it’s the easiest food to digest and run through the
system. It feels like I am watering a plant, filling up my body with its live and vibrant life force. And
even though I am super dynamic and results oriented, and accomplish a tremendous amount
each day, I seem to have a very Zen energy. Maybe it’s the juice and food that I put through my
body that manifests in my even mood. Ever seen an aggressive yogi? I doubt it. Food really does
make a difference.—Susan Beischel, founder and designer of the luxury natural clothing line
Skin; member of the Council of Fashion Designers of AmericaWe are obsessed with the quest
for more energy. We’re doing more than ever before, constantly outputting wattage for a never-
slowing juggle of career and kids, personal dreams, and public obligations. We’re pushing
harder, working longer—resting less and sleeping worse. Which leaves us in a perpetual net
deficit of energy. What are we using to prop ourselves up? Surging quantities of caffeine and
chemical-laden, sugar-saturated sodas and energy drinks.Now, we humbly acknowledge the
pleasure of a robust macchiato brewed from the finest quality beans, or a delicate oolong
steeped to perfection. The problem is when they go from a choice to a dependency. We’re
relying on these buzzy beverages as liquid life support, but the foundation of energy they provide
is rickety. Their initial rush gives way to a crash that undermines us like a trapdoor, and
eventually they can take a system-wide toll, acidifying our systems and burning out adrenal
glands. Used in this excessive way, caffeine can be dirty energy: destructive and
unsustainable.Juicing provides a different kind of lift: Think of it as clean power—a more
sustainable resource. A glass of juice floods your body with a mother lode of components that
are essential to life, giving you a boost of vitality in about 20 minutes. The nutrients are rapidly
absorbed because juicing and blending breaks down the whole plant food and partially
“predigests” it. This saves your body some of the energy needed for breaking down solid foods,



meaning you intake more nutrients with less energy expenditure. Better yet, because the foods
are still in their raw, uncooked state, their enzymes are intact and able to lend their full power to
your cells, assisting your body in performing all the actions it takes to keep you alive. Cells are
our tiny energy-producing factories that need oxygen and nutrients and support for
detoxification. In return, they make ATP, the energy that supports life. Give them more of what
they need—elements rich in oxygen like chlorophyll from green plants and important
micronutrients, and it’s not surprising that you feel an extra tingle inside. This is one of the
reasons that raw food is so important: It literally fires you up.JUICING JARGONRaw food means
food that has not been heated above 115°F, which keeps all the bioavailable nutrients intact and
in their original state, so you get the richest infusion of nature’s bounty.Living food is a loosely
used term that often refers to seeds that are sprouting or just bursting into growth and thus
considered ultra full of natural life force. Some people use the term to refer to just-picked
vegetables and fruits.Blending has some other energy benefits. Where juice delivers an instant
uplifting boost, partly because there’s no tough material for the digestive system to break down,
a blended drink has a slower-absorbing quality and the potential to deliver longer-lasting fuel
because it contains plenty of fiber, and often, fats and proteins. It is a meal in a cup that has the
potential, if you build it right, to carry you all the way from breakfast through to lunch.We’re not
going to lie: A raw juice or smoothie won’t get you wired like a double latte does. Consider it a
different kind of lift, one that nourishes and sustains, perking you up more gently without the
jagged takeoff and bumpy landing of caffeine. Some people say that drinking juice feels like
“lighting up” their circuitry, and many say their morning habit helps to tone down a reliance on
coffee or tea without a great struggle. A green juice or smoothie first thing can help soften the
habit of even a hardened espresso denizen.Juice Smarts: Rethink the four o’clock cookie break.
Substitute a fresh juice for a sweet treat at that midafternoon slump and watch how it works
wonders. A smart blend of plant power can provide an energizing lift without the big insulin spike
and resulting metabolic disruption that comes from ultrasweet treats and wheat-filled baked
goods.CLEARThe residue of modern living and eating can show itself in the guise of a foggy
mind, a weighed down body, and a dumpy spirit. Luckily, juicing and blending can bring some
levity to the situation. Consider it a 21st-century survival tool that can help you stay buoyed,
alert, and feeling bright and clear, even in the gunkiest moments.This clarity is due in large part
to the ways that vegetables (particularly green ones) and some fruits (like grapefruits) deliver
potent nutrients that support your on-board cleaning crew, your detoxification system—
especially the liver, where most of your detoxification occurs. In addition, the load on your
digestive system decreases when you periodically have a liquid snack or meal instead of denser
food. This diverts energy away from digestion and toward detoxification, the never-ending
cleansing the body does to rid itself of the unavoidable by-products of living (called metabolic
wastes) and unwanted toxins from outside. Combined with the greater amounts of fiber moving
through your intestines and the highly efficient hydration that comes from juices and blendeds,
which help your intestines to eliminate more regularly, you get to enjoy the lighter and brighter



effects of improved daily cleansing.Juicing has been a lifesaver for me as I get older playing in
the NBA. It’s important to have the proper nutrients, and weight management is critical because
as you get older, you gain more weight. Juicing has really helped me to be able to stay youthful—
and to be able to keep up with the young guys.—Baron Davis, point guard, New York
KnicksEqually as important, when these liquid treats integrate themselves into your diet they
tend to take the place of convenience foods and snacks like gluten-filled breads, breakfast
cereal, baked goods, and pasteurized dairy—all things that have notoriously clogging, dulling,
and irritating effects. This gradual reduction in toxifying foods helps you achieve an increasingly
detoxified state, because you’re eliminating the triggers that cause inflammatory and immune
responses. That’s why with juices in your life you feel energized, more clear and focused, and,
often, more optimistic.Will all this detoxification affect your waistline? Maybe so, because you’re
replacing toxic foods that puff you up, due to their inflammatory effect, with a lot more healing
whole foods that help you run a cleaner engine. That said, health and well-being is the goal, and
weight changes are an added bonus.Juice Smarts: Studies show that when used in conjunction
with a low-glycemic diet, green and veggie juices help to enhance weight loss. Low-glycemic
indicates foods with carbohydrates that break down slowly, releasing their glucose (sugar) more
gradually into the bloodstream, helping create better blood sugar control and blood-lipid levels,
and making you feel more full.JUICY TIPWhen you feel weighed down or extra sluggish, try
doing one day of a liquid morning and evening—a healthy smoothie in the morning and a juice in
the evening, or vice versa. This quick “reset” lightens the load on your digestion and helps you
sleep better, too.WHAT IS PRESSED OR COLD-PRESSED JUICE?Cold-pressed juices are the
turbo-charged model of juicing, developed specifically for use in cleansing and healing
programs. They’re made using a labor-intensive process involving a hydraulic press that slowly
extracts even higher levels of nutrients from the produce than regular domestic blenders, with
extremely low exposure to air. Their major benefit is that they create a completely pulp-free elixir,
which floods the body with nutrients without any energy expenditure used on digestion, and can
retain full nutritional value for at least three days. That’s why they first came to fame through use
in intensive healing programs for acute health issues, when the body’s capacity is unusually
compromised and has almost no extra power to digest and absorb.In the last few years, cold-
pressed juices earned cachet for their use in preventive healthcare programs—multiday
detoxification and cleansing programs—because they give the digestive system such a
profound break and because many say these juices have the most intense flavors due to their
extraordinary extraction capacity. Now cold-press juice has become an everyday drink, and
many juice boutiques exclusively sell these ultrafine pressed juices, which they make off site
every morning and sell in bottles at premium prices (due to the unavoidably slower production).
At Juice Generation we offer both made-to-order centrifugal juices and cold-pressed bottled
versions because it’s a question of taste and price. Not everyone enjoys pulp-free juice (and
sometimes you just want to see your juice made to order before your eyes!).Can you make cold-
pressed juices at home? It requires splurging on a specialized and costly professional-grade



machine called a Norwalk Juicer. For most people, a good-quality consumer-level juicer, which
extracts juice through crushing and grinding fruits and vegetables, suffices. It delivers plenty of
raw nutrients at an efficient speed and cost.
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Juices: 425 Recipes for Super Nutritious and Crazy Delicious Juices, Juicing for Beginners: The
Essential Guide to Juicing Recipes and Juicing for Weight Loss, The Homemade Vegan Pantry:
The Art of Making Your Own Staples [A Cookbook], Half Baked Harvest Super Simple: More
Than 125 Recipes for Instant, Overnight, Meal-Prepped, and Easy Comfort Foods: A Cookbook,
High Output Management, The Shredded Chef: 125 Recipes for Building Muscle, Getting Lean,
and Staying Healthy (The Thinner Leaner Stronger Series Book 3), The Complete Juicing
Recipe Book: 360 Easy Recipes for a Healthier Life, Juicing Recipe Book: 365 Juicing Recipes
for Every Condition (Juicer Recipe Book), Juice Cleanse Recipes: Juicing Detox Plans to
Revitalize Health and Energy, The Ultimate Book of Modern Juicing: More than 200 Fresh
Recipes to Cleanse, Cure, and Keep You Healthy, The Complete Book of Juicing, Revised and
Updated: Your Delicious Guide to Youthful Vitality, Juicing for Weight Loss: 101 Delicious Juicing
Recipes That Help You Lose Weight Naturally Fast, Increase Energy and Feel Great



Cp, “Excellent information. This book explains the benefits of juicing and smoothies as well as
many varied recipes that are easy to blend at home.I recommend it as a way to improve or
enhance one's health as outlined in the book. It is a great way to consume a lot of vitamins, etc.
in a small amount of time. Give it a try and see what it can do for you.”

Liz june, “Worth buying. Pretty informative. A good variety of recipes and simple!”

Rebecca Davenport, “good for you!. The book is easy to read and follow.I like most of the
recepies. I put some of my own twist on some of the recepies when I don't care for some of the
ingredients.”

LG, “great book. I have had many yummy juices from this book. It has great recipes and
information. I have loved every juice I have tried.”

Jamie L. Rosa, “Easy to follow!. I love how it breaks down the components of juicing and also
provides recipes that target certain things for your body.”

Agent Ivy, “Good for the newbie juice drinker. Easy to use juice recipes with beautiful layout and
photos. Good for one who has the irrational fear of eating vegetables.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Beautiful book.... There are plenty of books on juicing out there, but The
Juice Generation is probably the most beautiful and accessible that I've read so far. The layout is
what really sets this book apart from others as the nutritional information is presented in a clear
way without the reader feeling bogged down with facts, as is the tendency with writings on this
subject.The author eases you into the world of juicing by breaking it up into a plan of three
phases. The first phase introduces you to easy recipes with familiar fruits and veggies an even
includes choices to make with your blender if you haven't committed to buying a juicer yet. Each
subsequent phase adds in more produce and supplements and leads you up to juice cleanses
when you're ready.The pictures throughout are gorgeous and there are also testimonials from
avid juicers. The only drawback for me was the namedropping of celebrities, but it didn't detract
that much from the text. The Juice Generation will definitely reside in my healthy eating library.”

Abplou, “Four Stars. ok”

Culture Enthusiast, “Ottimo!. Libro fatto molto bene per coloro i quali sono novizi o veterani di
succhi e frullati. Il libro e' intelligentemente suddiviso in tre parti per favorire un "acclimamento" a
succhi e smoothies completamente di verdure. C'e' un' introduzione con i benefici del juicing e
smoothies, una breve spiegazione sugli utensili ed elettrodomestici da utilizzare e la parte



relativa alla curva verde: si parte da tre succhi/smoothies alla settimana con un contenuto di
frutta e verdura per passare alla fase due con 5 ed alla fase 3 con 7 (l'ultima fase e' molto più'
orientata sulle verdure e superfoods come spirulina e chia seeds).Le ricette sono semplici e
fattibili, gli ingredienti si trovano facilmente al supermercato ed al negozio bio (tipo spirulina e
semi di chia). Ottimi risultati, molto gustosi ed appetitosi (e chi l'avrebbe detto che il succo di
verza con le giuste combinazioni non e' niente male!).A differenza di altri libri sul tema non
richiede 200 ingredienti per un succo/frullato e la green curve aiuta veramente ad abituare il
palato (e la mente) ad un consumo orientato più' alle verdure che alla frutta.Vivamente
consigliato (negli US Juice Generation e' una catena di negozi di succhi e frullati, tuttavia a parte
una menzione promozionale all'inizio non la menano con i loro prodotti/negozi).”

The book by Eric Helms has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 19 people have provided feedback.

Cover Foreword by Salma Hayek Welcome to the Juice Generation! The Green Curve Phase 1
Phase 2 Phase 3 Cleanse and Revive: Using Your Juicing Tools for Detoxing and Healing
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